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Chopper AMZCHEF HC-1229 (Grey)

Shredder AMZCHEF HC-1229 (gray)
The AMZCHEF HC-1229 chopper is the perfect combination of power and functionality, indispensable in any modern kitchen. With a total
power  of  500  watts,  it  is  able  to  quickly  and  efficiently  handle  a  variety  of  products  -  from  vegetables  to  nuts,  ensuring  the  perfect
consistency every time you prepare your favorite dishes.
 
Two speed modes for greater control
With two modes, the AMZCHEF HC-1229 shredder gives you more control over the shredding process. The lower speed will be suitable for
shredding more delicate foods, such as tomatoes or onions. Higher speeds, on the other hand, will  allow you to quickly tackle tougher
products such as meat, pumpkin or nuts. This flexibility makes the HC-1229 a versatile and suitable appliance tailored for your culinary
experiments.
 
Versatile assistant 
Whether you're preparing a meal for the family or hosting a party, the AMZCHEF HC-1229 chopper is a versatile tool to help you with any
culinary challenge. With its powerful motor and 4 stainless steel blades, it will take you only 12 seconds to shred 250 grams of meat, and
prepare the same amount of tomato soup in just 5 seconds. Enjoy the efficiency that will save you both time and energy.
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Durability and safety
Made  of  304  stainless  steel  and  equipped  with  a  pure  copper  motor,  the  AMZCHEF  HC-1229  chopper  is  designed  with  durability  and
safety  in  mind.  Stainless  steel  guarantees  resistance  to  rust  and  corrosion,  while  the  pure  copper  motor  ensures  long-lasting
performance  and  reliability.  What's  more,  the  rubber  mat  on  the  bottom of  the  bowl  perfectly  absorbs  shocks,  eliminating  the  risk  of
damage and falls. 
 
Quick and easy cleaning
The AMZCHEF HC-1229 chopper  is  also  easy  to  clean,  which  is  crucial  for  maintaining  hygiene  in  the  kitchen.  Its  components  can  be
quickly washed under running water, which significantly reduces the time needed to clean up after food preparation. What's more, you
can put the lid, bowl and blades in the dishwasher without any problems.
 
Compact design and easy storage
The device weighs just 0.98 kg and measures 19.3 cm x 24 cm, making it extremely handy. Its compact design allows for easy storage
even in small spaces, making it an ideal choice for anyone who values order and organization in the kitchen.
 
Included
Shredder
Lid
Top blade
Main blade
Stainless steel bowl
Rubber non-slip ring
Instructions
	Manufacturer
	Amzchef
	Model
	HC-1229
	Rated power
	200 W
	Total power
	500 W
	Rated voltage / frequency
	220-240 V / 50/60 Hz
	Number of speed modes
	2
	Material
	304 stainless steel; pure copper motor
	Capacity
	1,5 L
	Weight
	0.98 kg
	Dimensions
	19.3 cm x 24 cm
	Safety certificate
	CE
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Preço:

€ 28.50

Pequenos eletrodomésticos, Cooking accessories
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